To whom it may concern.

I am writing to object to the Preferred Development Plan (PDP). I live in Grappenhall and
the PDP will massively impact on my family, friends and surrounding community in a
negative light.
The inadequate consultation process
Miscalculation of housing needs and issue surrounding these
Making Warrington into a city
The lack of circumstances in reclassifying the green belt
Firstly I am disgusted with the underhand approach of the consultation period the public
have been given. I have been fortunate enough to have found out through word of mouth
and then been able to research into the plan. It has been inadequate and one I had
attended I had to queue outside for over 30 minutes before I could even enter the
building. None of those representing the council were giving the same information out.
They had differing comments regarding the council’s views and it was highly confusing and
also frustrating. Furthermore the consultation process was underhand with none being
held in Grappenhall, the local one in Lymm was extremely busy and it took our MP to rally
and get a further one held but again not in Grappenhall but Stretton. Both were heavily
congested and caused lots of traffic and blocked roads due to the volume of people
attending these. Finally doing this in the summer when the parish council had took a break
for their own vacations and also many people I know were unable to attend as they found
out in the later stages (due to bad communication) and were on holiday.
The documents that have been provided on the council website are very technical. They
contain many numbers and calculations which have been stated as a fact, however
nowhere is there any links to the direct source explaining these numbers of calculations. I
agree there needs to be more houses within Warrington but find the number given is one I
believe Warrington Council have made up ad decided will help in their bid to make the
town a city. The Objectively Assessed Needs (OAN) is cited on page 5 of the document and
that 839 homes are needed every year. This is based on the 2012 surveys, however the
survey in 2014 the data as less stating only 738 homes would be needed a year, but it
could be as low as 678, yet these figures have not been looked at within this process. With
these figures in mind the number given for the Higher Economic Development Needs
Assessment is significantly over stated. Also on top of the PDP there have been further
planning gone in which have been excluded from these plans in the Thewall area which the
council when questioned said that was a separate project. This was extremely concerning
as it felt like more planning and potential development was being held back and not

I grew up in the city of Portsmouth. There is nothing special about being a city. When I met
my husband who grew up in Grappenhall I immediately decided to relocate without
question because it is such a lovely area. Close to 2 cities which you can get to in 30
minutes and next to beautiful countryside. It also had so much character and history. The
city centre ever since I have lived here since
has slowly gone down hill. Many shops
have closed and the city centre really needs to be regenerated first before plans like these
are looked at. Although there is plans in place for this they need to be actioned first.
There are many other things which are concerning such as the employment and economic
growth without thinking about the implication of Brexit! Many of the large companies now
rely on technology and again a cost saving way of limiting the amount of man power, so
realy not many jobs would be created as the council would expect. You only have to look
at Amazon and how they are developing robots to complete work and think 40 years
ahead with technology. Come the end of this process there may not even be these jobs!
The plan proposed is just not realistic. A 10 year plan would be more so. This would allow
for the council to consider the impact of Brexit and economics. It would also allow the
decommissioning of Fiddlers Ferry hence brown field sites being required for regeneration.
I am certain I have not included everything I wish to talk about within this email.
My son has also wrote a letter which I have attached for you. The views of a year old
who is really upset that the area he is growing up could be spoilt.

Yours

